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The "Theatre of the Absurd" is bizarre, gay, an<l
witty, hysterically funnv ••• it is symbolic ••• it is
thought-provoking ••• it is depressing ••• it is soulstripping, torturinE•••it is

imposing,frightenin~···

it is cxposing ••• it is life bared to the marrow.
The following studies of representative "Absurd"
plays analyze the structure of the new drama, which
is, at times, plotless and characterless.

It is

often nothing more then allegorical dialogues.

The

plays <leal with abstractions, paradox, and protest,
tvfore important, they question the "meaning" of man.

The Lesson, by Eugene Ionesco, involves only three
characters:

a professor, aged 50-60, a young pupil,

aged 18, and a maid, aged 45-50.
The play relates the conflict of a professor, who
seems frustrated teaching in a small provincial town
and who desires to go to the big city--perhaps Paris
or Bordeaux--and a visiting pupil, who is enthusiastic
for learning and prompted by her parents to study for
the "total doctorate."
The one-act vignette is circular in structure.
Events do not have a definite beginning and a definite
end but are types of situations which will forever repeat themselves.
Step by step we watch the Professor in transition
from an over-polite, insecure pedant to a compulsive,
homecidal criminal; the student, alive and cheerful,
soon becomes apathetic and paralyzed.
Ionesco embodies, in the character of the old
stuffy instructor, nearly all the apparent flaws of
academic training.

He exploits the pedantry, sophistry,

and egotism of the Professor who strangles the desire
to learn.

The play results in the figurative as well

as the literal death of the pupil and is directly resultant of the Professor's need for power.
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The play is a strong indictment of e<lucational
philosophy:

the pupil is motivated by parental desires

rather than her own, and is limited to a ludicrous amount of tine for the consumption of such studies.
0

The

rnfessor, on the other hand, lectures without reasoning,

feebly communicates, snuelches enthusiasm and_ stifles potentiali.tv.
the onset of the play, the Professor a<lapts a

~t

"middle-of-the-road" attitude:

"\{hat a nice day it is to-

<lay ••• or rather, not so nice ••• oh!
nice.

but then, yes it is

Tn short, it's not too bad a day, that's the Nain

thing ••• ahem ••• ahem •• it's not raining and it's not snowing
1

This lack of committment reveals his initial in-

either."

security, to which he adds, 'iwe can't be sure of anything,
2

young lady."
The student, bv contrast, is auite confident of her
abilities.

She has all the verve of ycuth--expecting a doc-

torate in three weeks even thoup;h she still has difficultv
with the names of the seasons.

She has been taurht theory

rather than practice, and her methods of study have been
based on the

"regur~itive"

processes.

Therefore, she is

prompted to admit, after tabulating a very complex arithP1etic multiplication:
soning,

1~ve me~orized

3
mu! tipli cations."

"Not beine able to rely on nw reaall the products of all possible

-3-

Interruptions occur periodically as the

~aid

enters,

acting as a modern Greek chorus, warning the "rofessor:
4

Upon hearinr; of

"Tnke care, T urge you to remain calm."

the ensuing discourse in Philology, she warns:

"Professor,
5

especially not philology, philology leads to calamity."
It is from this point that the lack of communication
becomes absurd and Ionesco reaffirms the importance of this
underlying theme:
"Ry themselves, words charged with significance
will fall, weighted down by their meaning, and in
6

the end they always collapse, fall. •• on deaf ears."
After the Pupil applauds in learning that the Professor
will give her a fifteen minute course in the "rundamental
Principles of the Nee-Spanish Languages," the Professor hecones irate, yellinp with authoritv:
"nuiet !

what do vou mean bv that?"'

"I'm sorrv, Professor," she replies.
7

"Quiet!!" he retorts vehemently.
Such latent hostilities can be noted in the following
sarcastic sallies which reveal the inner character and attitudc of the narrow-minded, egotistical, pretentious pedogogue:
'' • • • You must know this miss, and remember it until
8

your death."
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"

•• Don't parade your knowledge, you'd do better
9

to listen."
"

•• I cannot give you a rule.

One

~ust

have a

10

feeling for it."
Soon after, in a ritualistic dance, the Professor
kills the Pupil, and the Naid returns to help him,
to him a Nazi armband under which he is to hide.

givin~

The sym-

bolic reference, here, is not clearly revealed, and the only connection that I can make

mi~ht

concern the analorv with

the c; e rm an int e 11 e ct u a 1 s , who , l i k e the

nr

of es so r , j o i n e c1

the masses of conformity without nuestion and were criticizeJ later for their very act.
The satire svmbolizes how pedantry of anv kind and the
blind acceptance of facts ,without ouestion, destroys inc1ividunlism.

1\t

the same time one is confronted with both

the horror and the abst1rdity of the teacher-pupil process.
The Lesson is labelled "comic drama."

Perhaps, Guthke' s

11

"n odern t rag ic<medv"

wou 1 d be a more appropriate term. The

situation of the nupil, who develops a toothache and has her
throat slit for her inability to concentrate, is pushed forcibly to the extrel"lcs.

So, the clnn:ia fluctuates fr0rn be-

ginninz to end, between the intcnsclv tragic and hvstericallv
comic.

-s-

Ambivalently, we are exposed to both a moral undercurrent and a non-moral one, for in exposing life as it
exists in the extremes we are forced to desire change,
but the so-called "solution" for that change is not the
climactic revelation.

To the contrary, the playgoer must

look within his own moral structure for the conclusion.
It is this application of theatre to life without actual
reference to a utopian state which is a significant and
exciting paradoxical aspect of this genre.

-6-

"People who try to hang on to their individuality
12
always come to a bad end," states the "anti-hero" of
Rhinoceros, a three-act play by Eugene Ionesco.
The play, a social parable, reveals the situation
of a man who is lost in a society to which he cannot
conform.

No matter how he tries, he cannot swallow

the absurdities and inanities fed him by his society.
The action takes place in a small provincial French
town.

The location, however, is irrelevant for it could,

with equal effectiveness,be set anywhere in the world.
At the onset, we are introduced to the disheveled
Berenger, who is trying to make order out of a disorderly
Sunday morning by drinking to quell his hangover.

Across

from him sits his friend Jean, who is scolding him for
his poor living habits and lack of will-power.
In the midst of their discussion, a rhinoceros comes
trumpeting and thunderously charging down the street.
few minutes later, a rhinoceros, coming from the other
direction, charges through the square.

As is expected,

the townspeople gather in the street to discuss the
phenomenon.

Although the actual appearance of a rhino-

ceros causes the stir, the observers become emotionally
distraught over the trivia which surrounds the event:

A
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whether there were one or two beasts, had they single or
double horns, and were they an Asian or African breed.
These expostulations on the subject appear in onelined segments of aria-like arrangement which rise to a
crescendo of inanity.
Bv the second act, more rhinos appear and we are led
to believe that the townspeople are changing their skins
for hicles.

Before long, an epidemic

o~

rhinoceritis

seizes the small town, taking its members one by one, untill Berenger alone remains.
"They've all sone mad. The world is sick, they're
13
all sick," he shouts.
.1\nd although he is tempted to
join the others, he decides to remain the last human in
a <lehunanized world:

"Ill take on the whole of them!

I'll put up a fight against the lot of them, the whole
lot of them! I'm the last man left, and I'm staving that
14
way until the end. I'm not capitulating."
It is one man pitted against the world when rhinoceritis is the most conmunicable epidemic around.

Man loses

his identity, just to become a member of the herd, implies
Ionesco.

Although at times there are those who are relR-

tively concerned with the problem, the concern is not
sufficient enough to influence their decision to repel
the conformity magnet.
As in The

Le~so~,

there are are definite undercurrents of

-8-

allusions to Naziism.

Let us look, for example, at

the order in which the members of the town join the
herd.

First to join are those committed to society,

like Jean, Berenger's friend, obsessed with the need
for will power; the Logician, who analyzes life in
terns of sylloeisms; and after them, many high officials and lawyers.

Followine these are the intellec-

tuals, who rationalize the situation as the best alternative under existing conditions.

Finallv, the

last to zo are the skeptics, who, in the end, join
the popular side.
The above

~equence

traces, in peneral terms, the

paths of the Nazis <lurinr the Second World War.

It

was then, in Germany, that the evils of conformity
affected the mctjority to form a "great, thundering,
trumpeting herd."
The dated cliche:

"People don't see the forest

for the trees," is an apt description of what takes
place in Rhinoceros.

Social trivia gets in the way of

evaluating the real concern until it is too late and
the damage is done.

The allegory satirizes societv as

it exists today, but Ionesco poses a warning hv the
implication:

We must resist rhinocerization any any cost.

-9-

Jean

(~enet's

The Balcony, a play in nine scenes,

is a house of chambers with mirror-reflecting images.
"Le baleen" is, at times , "society , " "the world ' "
'

and "the universe."

It is a brothel in which everyone

is a whore to the ego and fantasy of an illusionary
existence:

"Mirror that glorifies ne!

Image that t

16

can touch, T love vou."
~adame

Irma, proprietoress of the Grand Ralconv,

power flOddess, producer, director and designer of thea tries, says of the .house:

world-wide reputation.

"The Grand

Ba

lconv has

Tt is rnost artful, yet the

most decent house of illus ions.

Here, Comedy and
17
pearance remain pure, and the revels intact."
tifl10

Cl

enters the "House of Mirrors"?

/\p-

They are im-

personators--gasmen, plumbers, and the like, who slip
on the garb and "iJ11age" of Bishops, Generals, and the

renninder of the "power" hierarchy.
The first few scenes of the play expose us to the
"l'lctin.r:" workshops where "sessions" ensue before phvsical intercourse takes place:
lewdlv "feels-up" a penitent;

A Bishop confesses and
.A. .Tud~e,

executioner, plavs out his role bv
a punishment and reward basis;

aided by n pimp-

jl1d~in~

a thief--on

A General is taken nn

A

tour of his battlefield by a beautiful woman, actinc as
his horse.

-1 o·-

The plot centers around a revolution, which has
wreaked havoc with the established function of government.

Cries of women are heralded against machine-gun

shells which are fired at rhythmic intervals.
bels are intent upon destroying

The re-

the "Power" hierarchyT

They are out to tear down the existing structures of
Government, Military, Clergy,
of "Reality,"

~n<l

Magistry, in the name

As Georeette, a medic on the side of the

rebellion,states:

"The main thing ••• is that the re-

hellion starts off despising make-believe, And com18
placency," And as Roger--one of the philosophical
leaders of the revolution--replies:

"If we behave like

those on the other side, then we are the other side,

In-

stead of changing the world, all we'll achieve is a re19
flection of the one we want to destroy."
On the reverse side, at the head of the anti-revolutionary forces, is the Chief of Police who embodies the
image of dictator.

It is the Chief who protects Mme.

Irma's brothel, with the realization that power must be
exerted over man in his fantasy-like revels.

Thus, the

"Balcony" is a brothel of the world, to which men bring
their well-thought-out scenarios of dreams, in which they
take on ego-feeding roles of power and importance.
power becomes equated with sexual potency,

Here,
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The Chief of Police seeks to become part of the nomenclature of the brothel, but no client seeks to emulate
him.

All is set in preparation for the dav when someone

will desire to take on his role.
Meanwhile, the royal palace is demolished and the
Queen's envoy seeks the aid of Mme. Irma to produce impersonators who can create an image for the people, and
therefore, defeat the revolution.
Consequently, the impersonator-leaders appear on the
"balcony" before the people, with Chantal--symbolic ideal
of the revolution.

She becomes the object of a well-

aimed "stray" bullet, and dies.

The Bishop cannonizes

her a saint, wins the confidence of the public, and the rehellion is quelled.
Yet, the new fantasy-leaders are dissatisfied with the
"real world."

All attempt to define their function in

terms of lust for power.

The Chief of "olice asserts that

only he has the real power and strives for spiritual rodhead:

"I shall be not the hundred-thousandth reflection-

within-a-reflection in a mirror, but the One-and-Onlv, into
20

whom a hundred thousand Hant to merge."
The aforementioned Roger is the first client to emulate
the Chief.

As he enacts his session, Irma (now Queen) and

the others observe through portl1oles.

Roger castrates him-

self, and the Chief, in watching the drama, decides that
l .

. l lS

image will become venerated by all the masses. Thus, he
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enters his room--a mausoleum--determine<l to stay there
for the next 2,000 years, and Irma returns to her
original image as Madame.
The symbolism of the sex act--a condition of domination and submission--is compared to the power structure throughout the play:

"The populace has ceased to

be the submissive animal that tamely licks our feet •••
It has become a kind of wild beast that drools blood at
21
the corners of its mouth."
Society tends to venerate "powerful" men and perpetuate their images.

Yet Genet points out that they,

too, are only images of themselves.
Police comments to the other leaders:

As the Chief of
"You've never per-

formed an act for its own sake, but always so that, when
linked with other acts, it would make a bishop, a judge,
22
or a general."
He further concedes,"I,too, occasionally
23
have the desire to flee into an image of myself."
So
man in our society has wet dreams of the power he can
amass.
In Genet's dream-fantasy world, synonymous with our
own, man is living in a universe of images, where he becomes nothing more than a reflection in a mirror.

All

functions of the world are the manufacture of falseness and
sham, in a brothel of illusion.

Thus, the whorehouse be-

comes society, and society becomes a whorehouse.
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Man has need, however, for the house of mirrors and
the sessions in which he feeds his ego, because he is
strangled in a world where he is searching for some
proofs of existence.

The world,in which he seeks, is

bereft of meaning and purpose, and his mind finds it
difficult to assess the differences between illusion and
reality.

fie turns more to illusion because he lacks the

tools to disassemble the illusionary pillars and construct
the real world.

The situation seems almost hopeless un-

less man can grasp beliefs and convictions which are
stronger than images. He knows that change should take
P,lace, as those in the rebellion know, but illusion defeats the rebels, just as illusion defeats reality.
Carmen, one of Mme. Irma's prostitutes, cries out in
quiet desperation:

"~1adame,

this world of illusion op-

24

presses me."

And each moment the drama is perforrned,man

becomes more and more emasculated by illusion.

The Chief

of Police designs a giant phallus for the head stone of
his tomb in Genet's reaffirmation of the emasculation of
man, and warns that "a Carnival that goes to the limit is
25
suicide."
Irma, the last to speak, bids the audience farewell,
reminding them that what they have seen is not to be
shrugged off--because it strikes out at each one of us:
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"You must now go home, where everything--you can be
26

quite sure--will be even falser than here!"
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The Dock Brief_, by John Mortimer, originally a radio
script, concerns the interplay between two characters:
Morgenhall, the lawyer, and Fowle, the plaintiff.
Morgenhall reminds one· of Willie Loman, though not
nearly as large in stature nor as tragic, but "Lomanesque"
just the saMe.

For

~1torgenhal

I is a failure; he is a bar-

rister who has spent his life in the fantasies he spins
about himself, his educational background, and preparation
for the grand courtroom.
All his "practicing" life, he has waited for a case
for which he would be suitable.

At last the opportunity

arrives in the form of a "dock brief"--a charity case.
Realistically speaking, it is his first case and a murder
trial at that.

Ile envisions his life as

a successful law-

yer, after his "show" in court, with all the heraldry and
trumpeting of past daydreans.
The entire action takes place in the cell belonging
to Fowle, the admitted murderer.

It is during these ses-

sions that we learn of the fabric of the pathetic figure.
It is ironic that the play is located in a cell, where misfits are usuallv isolated, for Fowle is far less a distinct misfit than is Morgenhall.
In revealing his situation, the lawyer retells his
awkward past where he spent more time involved in crossword puzzles than in Brief preparations:

"T sat down to
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the crossword puzzle while I waited.

Five years later,

Fowle, what was I doing ••• I was still doing the cross27

word puzzle."
Both men plan a superb case, interchanging the roles
in a rehearsal; but in court Morgenhall becomes so silent
that he might as well be non-existent:

"It was the mo-

ment when I should have spoken, the obvious moment,
Then, something overcame me, it wasn't shyness or fear,
then, but a tremendous exhaustion.

I was tired out by

the long wait, and when the opportunity came all I could
28
think of was sleep."
However, all ends well , for Fowle is given a reprieve
because of the lawyer's incompetence and everyone is
happier with the result,

Morgenhall returns to his

dreams and crossword puzzles, unable to cope with societv
but willing for a second chance.
to his fantasy-world.

He is happy to return

Here he doesn't have "to bother
29

with failure or succes·s."
Mr. Mortimer treats the two characters with the utmost
sympathy.

It seems he is saying "fantasy is often better

than reality,"

for in the play the failures become heroes.

Both men become advanced in stature.

They are victimized

by a society which makes it difficult for them to cope
and still remain individuals.
~an

is placed in society, implies Mortimer, with two
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alternatives:

(1)

He can choose to conforM

can reject the standards.

(2)

He

If he truly believes that the

standards which society has established--in this case
"success-gods"--are false,then there is only one remaining path--escape.

This is exactly what takes place.

Fowle rejects the societal standards and creates his
own and Morgenhall does the same,but in the unreal
uorld.
Mortimer leaves no room for the compromising individuals of society.

In his conception, the dreamers are

far better off than the comprimisers, because the dreamer
is more honest in his rejection of a society where he
cannot :function.

-18-

"And let's start off alive ••• Breath creates.
sir and madam, I'll say it again:

Breath creates.

you don't believe me, try not breathing.

Yes
If

When you

breathe your muscles move and when your body is moving
you get to feel good and warm all over.

You keep movinR

30

baby, because that's being alive."
Thus, The Apple bep,ins with a plea to stay alive, and
"alive" becomes synonymous with "aware" in this plotless
play by Jack Gelber.

The author further tells us what we

are going to see, and how we should react:
want you to despair.

" ••• I don't

You're going to witness and may be

part of some destructive scenes.

That might take over

your mind and make you forget just how warm your body is.
Don't let it happen.
joking matter.

Don't despair.

Smile.

This is no

We are going to eat up the set, the audi31

ence, and nibble a little on ourselves."
If this latter action does take place within the play,
it is so obscure as to be difficult to identify.
Seven actors, under their own names, form a parade of
impersonations:

A Negro Counterman, A Jewish Con

~1an,

.An

Oriental American, A Nihilist, A Spastic, A Tart, and A
Former Silent Screen Actor, dubbing as a drunkard.
The action of the play consists of a series of improvisations which are set in a coffee-house.,

From my point
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of view, it is analogous tn a circus which is spectacularly theatrical but in reflection evokes little but remembrance of one act in isolation and unrelated to
anything else.

And thus the actors interact in point-

less conflicts of pseudo-meaning.
It seems to me that the play fails in organization
and purpose.

Granted, the "absurdist play" often conveys

a disordered world by spicing action with disorder and
confusion, but somehow artistic success relies on "orderly"
disorder.

In !he Apple, the only effect that is created

is disorderly disorder.
Gelber seems to be hostile to convention and artifice:
"Give up your homes which arc not much anyway as you very
well know.

Give up your children and your raging spouses.

Come with me beyond the morbid trails to a life of simplicity ••• Look around you ••• Some Arab, or Jew, or Chink,
or if you like irony, an Indian, will trip the lever •••
32

Eat, sleep, and work.

1'·.~hat

else do you have?"

Gelber has rejected traditional theatre but what does
he give us in its stead?
difficult to assess.
way of life.

What the play actually means is

Perhaps it is an indictment of our

- 2 () -

The "apple" held up at the finale, eaten to the core,
is, perhaps, a symbol of knowledge--the forbidden fruit.
Eve "fell" after eating the apple and we are still chomping
away, becoming further and further removed from the Garden
of Eden.
The characters are alive but
an empty void.

~asping

for breath in

Thev parrot the emotions and motions of

life, reflecting its aimlessness through a series of aimless,
unrelated situations.

Yet Gelber inprovises actors for psv-

chological characters an<l impersonates theatre instead of
life.

-21-

Edward Albee is author of a disturbingly simple
plav called The Zoo Story.

Tt is a dialogue between two

characters, Peter and .Jerry, who meet in Central Park, New
York City, and whose lives are revealed to us in the interirn of one act.

The play not onlv reflects the lack but

the fear of communication between men.
Peter, the bourgeois middle-class stereotype is afraid
of becoming aware even when the opportunity is thrust upon
hirn:

"I don't understand what. •• I don't think I. .. why did
33

you tell rne all of tl1is? ... I don't understand ... "

" ... I

34
00'.'J' T iV ANT TO HEAR ANY '-10RE ! "

And for Jerry, who has a

tremendous capacity for love and who is aware, there is
only unhappiness: " ••• I have myself to pray for, the colored
queen, the Puerto Rican family, the person in the front
room whom I've never seen, the woman who cries deliberately
behind her closed door, and the rest of the people in all
rooming-houses, everywhere; besides ••• T don't understand
35
how to pray."
Society is like a grand zoo, and man becomes caged in by
its protective barriers, caged in from the realities of
life, observing, not participating:
on what happened at the zoo.

"Noh' I'll let you in

I went to the zoo to find

out wore about the way people exist with animals, and the

-22-

way animals exist with each other, and with people too.
It probably wasn't a fair test, what with everyone sepa36

But, if it's a

rated by bars from everyone else ••• "
zoo, that's the way it is.

Jerry baits Peter over the ownership of the park
bench and Peter becomes infuriated.

"Why?" asks Jerry,

"You have everything in the world, you want; you've told
me about your home, and your family, and your
zoo.

~

little

You have everything, and now you want this bench,

this iron, and this wood, is this your honor?
the thing in the world you'd fight for?

Is this

Can yoµ think

37

of anything more absurd?"
Does man fight for possession of material things?
0

erhaps it is the selfish motives which stir men to

fir;h t.

As Jerry points out:

"Don't you have any idea, not
38

even the slightest,what other people need?"
And so Jerry prods Peter into fighting for the bench,
but Jerry immolates himself by running on his own knife,
with these parting words:

"And Peter, I'll tell you some-

thing now; you're not really a vegetable, it's all right •••
you're an animal ••• Hurry away, your parakeets are making
39

the dinner ••• the cats ••• are setting the table."
We have a contrast, in this play. of man at divergent poles.

Peter is living life, unaware of the

sufferin~

elements, unaware of any great emotion, but is protected

-2~-

by the walls which encircle society in its zoo-like
existence.

Jerry, however, is aware, is painfully aware

of reality, of the suffering of society and tries to
communicate this knowledge to Peter.
because man is afraid to know.

Communication fails,

Peter resents the fact

that someone is attempting to show him a reality which
exists beyond his world and thus refuses to understand.
Thus, man who is aware is cursed and may as well destroy
himself for what is a teacher without a student, and what
exists in a relationship without communication?
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A drab, dilapidated,seaside rooming house on the
British coast, is the setting for a surrealistic murder
in Pinter's The Birthday Party, first produced in 1958.
The murderer is society and the victim, individualism.
The drama focuses on Stanley, a young indolent and
sensitive pianist who, in finding an apathetic and conformist England pushing him into an intolerable situation, takes refuge in a boarding house managed bv

~eg

and Petey Boles.
Meg, an emotionally insecure woman who appears sexually distraught, has almost incestuous designs on
Stanley, around whom she has centered her life.

Petey,

her husband and a deck-chair attendant, is indifferent to
the activities within the household.
Lulu, a girl in her twenties, who is somewhat preoccupied with the physical aspects of life, completes the
quartet.
!'leg, Lulu and Petey are all concerned with the

accepted ritual of living and little else.

It is Stanlev

who is their concern because he defies all the rules of the
game:

he rarely goes out, he sleeps late, he doesn't shave

and he

ve~etates.
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Goldberg, a ,Tew full of spurious worldly wisdom,
and

~rccann,

a brutal Irishman barge in on the drab

scene with unnamed motives to destroy Stanley.
Pinter implies two things: (1)

Whv?

They represent society

which now wants revenge for having been rejected

(2)

They represent the external forces of life which are
unpredictable and strong enough to change or destroy
life.
Stanley, on the other hand, in a fleetinp
of escetpe, realizes there is nowhere to .o:o:
There ' s nowhere t o

zo •

S o we co u 1 d

_i 11 c; t

go •

~owent

"Nowhere.
It

40

ivouldn't natter •• It's no p;oocl here."
'!cCann and Goldbers are the -Forces of the outside
world come to bring Stanley back to conventionality.
Coldber0, reflects the ideal life:
__

" ••• I know what it is

to wake uu with the sun shining, to the sound of the lawnall the little birds, the smell of grass, church
41
bells, tomato juice."

~ewer,

YfcCann demands of Stanley:

"l'ihy did you leave the

42

orr,anization?"
Stanley has lost so much 0£ the ritual, and has thus
defiled the pure sheets of conformism.
le-ft is sterilization:

"No

The only solution

society would touch you.

Not
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even a buildin2 society! ••• We've got the answer to you.
43
Ve can sterilize you," Goldberg chides.
Wipe him clean of all his individuality, make him
into a gibbering idiot, then remold him:
"h1 e

will make a man of you."
44
"And a woman."

Put him in a mold.

Let society care for his needs, for his

ideas, for his everything:
"You' 11 be rich.
You' 11 he adjusted.
You'll be our pride and j

O)' •

You'll be a success.
You'll be inteprated.
You' 11 give orders.
45

You'll make decisions. II
It is at the birthday party that we see the segment
of conforming society as brutal and physically overpowering
but insecure with values based on superficial appearances
of what people think, and romanticized illusions of the
past.

For example--the characters at the birthday party

reveal desires to return to the womb-existence where they
were loved and protected.

Thus society becomes a parent

with insulated walls of protection.

'",11eg
.

. .
rem1n1sces:
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"There was a nir.ht-lir;ht in my roon, when T was a little
zirl.

1\nd rny

Nanny used to sit up with rie, and sinr:
46

songs to l11e, •• I was cared for ••• "
HcCann, whom \leg is addressinr,, is also in reverie:
"I know a place, Roscrea.

\!other Nolan's ••• nne time I
47

stayed there all nir:ht with the boys ••• Now where an I?"
48

He continues in n sonr,,"Come home Paddy Reilly to me!"
Col<lber~,

calls:

who talks of little other than the past, re-

"After lunch on Shabbus, we'd go and sit in a cou-

ple of deck chairs--you know, the ones with the canopies-we'd have a little paddle, we'd watch the tide corninp in,

soins out, the sun cominp down--[olden days,helieve me,
49

'lcC:rnn."

r:in:i l ly, Lulu, the day after the ni2:ht' s debauch, savs
t0 Cnldherf;:

"l:hat would riy fnther sav if he knew?

And
50

wh ~i t wo u 1 d E d di e s a y • • • !le was my f i r s t
0

1 o v e , E cl d i e

was • "

inter implies that Man's existence is based on and

distorted by the illusionary past.

He perpetuates his

reveries, traditions and customes when unable to accept change.
Appearance is more important than reality.
berE: changes his nane to

"~fat,"

Even Gold-

and his son's name from

"Fr1:rnuel" to "Timmy" so that he can be more acceptable to
society.

It is Goldberg who seems obsessed with the ideas
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of "respect" bnt shows little evidence of possessing this
quality.

I think this is another comment about society,

worthy of note--that many of our values are

~iven

little

more than lip-service.
The characters seem enmeshed in a web strung by lack
cf understanding and inability to relate.

~cCann

refuses

to be touched; GoldberE uses Lulu to quench his sexual
thirst; Lulu, who wants to be used, feels remorse at the
realization of her part; '1e3, is necirly

stran~led

bv

Stanley, yet doesn't remember the incident and doesn't
relate it to anything.

They are a group of individuals

who are all struggling for Purpose but are strangled by
a conforming society, to which they succumb.
Goldberg has become a strong force in society because
he never deviated from the path, never thought too much
on his own and accepted all the cliches and empty phrases
ever handed to him:

"Play up, play up and play the game.

Honor thy father and mother. Follow the line, ~cCann and
51
you can't go wrong."
But as an individual he does not want
to think about the "Meaning, " or "Purpose."

He is speech-

less when tryinp: to explain it and becomes desperate:
"Because I believe that the wor Id •••
Because I believe that the world •••
52
Because I believe that the world ••• "
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He cannot finish because he won't admit to himself
that his world is bereft of meaning.
Thus, the external forces of life often overpower
the individual by sheer number

rnakin~

the potentially

non-conforming individual little more than a babbling
noron who rides the waves never with enouqh strenpth
~

to buck them.

~

\!uch like the

trilo~rv

at Calvary is the trilogy in

The Caretaker hy Harold Pinter.

Aston, the Christ-like

figure, lives in a cluttered, decaying, draughty, <lirty,
room, where the roof leaks, the gas is disconnected, and
the facilities are primitive.
Unlike the external force in The Birthday Party, which
breeds destruction, the force, here, is an internal one.
It thrusts out at the three characters in their inabilitv
tn communicate with each other.

Tt perpetuates man's fan-

tnsics and seals him Fron the rest of the world,and cries
out for isolation.
All three, verv nuch different from one another in personality and attitudes, share one common characteristic:
they live for and are motivated bv an illusorv goal.

For

Davies, the elderly derelict, who has found the protection
of the room compelling, the "goal" is to p,et his papers-his i<lentitv.

Only, the weather is never quite good e-

nough, nor are there shoes adequate enough for the trip.
Aston has rejected a world in which he can no longer cope.
Yet, it is he who took in Davies after he got involved in a
brawl and was left homeless.
huilciing a shed.

Aston's goals revolve around

He talks about it freauentlv, but some-

how one gets the feeling that he will never build it.

- :n -

0lick, Aston's hrother, who conceives of himself as
a bip: husinessman, <lreams of decorating the abandonnec..l
house in a "penthouse" style.
Davies, a bigot and liar, seems unappreciative of
all Aston has attempted to do for him.

In fact, he

attempts to act as a wedge between the two brothers in
order that he be given the better position--in complete
forgetfulness that he is an intruder.

In addition, he

discloses and tries to exploit the inner revelations
which Aston has confessed to him.

Because he cannot

curb this natural maliciousness, he is evicted despite
pathetic pleas for a second chance.
They seem to be
Estra~on

waitin~--much

like ''ladimir and

in Waiting for Godot--for an unattainable noal.
- -

- - - -

(.>

Their dreams, then, take on the illusion of purpose.
Davies seems to reflect the despicable qualities
of man:

man as the sinner, blind to his own faults, but

a vulture to the weakness of others.

Yick, in his search

for meaninp;, takes advanta2;e of the unarr;ied.
~ent

flis involve-

in interior decoration and the ludicrous manner in

which he continually describes his dreari reveals man's
pathetic image as an autoMaton in the material world.

~nd

/\ston is representative of the "ncet" \vhose "clear visions"
have been erased through shock treatments.

Therefore, he

seeks refuqe in the waning "do-it-vourself" existence.
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Each one of the trilogy seems to show an aspect of
~!an:

Sinner, Materialist, Poet,

They al 1 reveal man:

the dreamer, the fantasy-maker, waiting in a world,
where isolation is the only recourse, and where man
cannot relate to his fellow man.
When the brothers reject Davies, who seems to be
the 0nly contact between their dream-worlds and the
outside world, they re-enforce their isolation--unable
to escape the r,ap in the relationship with each other.
They will remain, Pinter implies, in a limbo-existence,
where they will wait and give importance to trivia until
their death.
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Tn Waiting for Godot, by Samuel Beckett, two derelicts are discovered in a desolate area void of life-except for a dying tree.

Estragon and Vladimir, as they

are called, do little else than reveal their anguishes in
one-lined volleys, tossed back and forth in a never-ending
game of words, while they wait for a Mr. Godot to appear
and lessen their misery.
They are interrupted by the entrances of Pozzo and
Lucky, a slaver and his slave, whose attitudes appall the
two.

At nightfall, they are greeted by a boy who brings

them a message:

"Mr. Godot told me to tell you he won't
53
come this evening, but surely tomorrow."
En Attendant Godot was first presented in the 1952-

53 season in Paris, France, and has since been hailed as
one of the singular significant plays of the Absurd movement.

Consequently, it has produced a multitude of inter-

pretations and has been labelled a highly

"enigmatic'~

drama.

Estragon and Vladimir have rejected life as it exists
and for them the boredom of living is replaced by the
suffering of being.
are bored.

As Vladimir states:

"We wait.

We

We are bored to death, there's no denying it."

They are men who are hollow without purpose or meaning.

54
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At times, the two would like to tread the path alone,
but they embrace with the realization that they need each
other to survive.

They are lovers, at times apart, at

times together, but always united:

"But at this place, at

this moment of time, all mankind is us, whether we like it
or not.

Let us represent worthily the foul brood to which
SS

a cruel fate consigned us!"
The characters of Pozzo and Lucky give us some insight
into the reasons for their lethargy.
is the creator:
adT11its:

Instinctivelv, Lucky

he dances, philosophizes.

Of him, Pozzo

"But for him all my thoup,hts, .all my feelings,

would have been of common things.

Beauty, grace, truth of
S6

the first water, I knew were beyond me."
Lucky is the complete slave of Pozzo, who is representative of the Ego.

He is always pampering himself and is

in constant need of assurance.

If he does not receive it,

he asks:
Poor?

"How did you find me? Good? Fair? Middling?
S7
Positively bad?"
And when Estragon and Vladimir

reply that they have found him very good, Pozzo replies:
"Bless you gent letnen, bless you! I have such need of encouragement!"

S8

Pozzo, the Egotist, has enslaved Lucky, the

Cre~tor,

until the latter responds only to physical commands.

Yet,
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although he is weak and diseased, Lucky is still able to
carry the burden and guide the wav.
Reckett implies, then, that man's eEO has stifled his
creative powers until little is left, causing, instead of
growth, deterioration of man.
This "Drama of the Ego" is the root cause of the problens which face Vladimir and Estragon.

In their deterio-

ration they have lost the initiative to forge ahead and
seek an answer.

They would rather sit and wait.

They im-

ply, in attitude, that nan resists change, and forgets today what experience taught yesterday.

When Estragon and

Vladimir are subjected to any sort of change, thev become
59

paralyzed with fear:

"Habit is a great deadener."

1'!hat, then, is life for man?

Pozzo savs:

this veil of gentleness and peice,
will burst upon us.

ni~ht

"Rehind

is charring and

Pop! like that! just when we least

60

expect it."

Lucky, in the only speech he utters during

the play, says that:

"Man wastes and pines ••• wastes and
61

pines for reasons unknown ••• "

And Vladimir reflects:

"To every man his little cross.

Till he dies.

And is

62

forgotten."
Therefore, according to Beckett, man pines away his
life, wasting it in lament of his condition.
philosophizes about his situation, decides

Man talks,
to do something,

and then sits

waitinR, foreettinG, starting anew.

or for whom are they waiting?

What

Thev are waitinz for a

saviour--for something or someone to help them.

Vladi-

mir would rather Estragon help him than for him to use
his \:ill and get up himself.

That is the sorry plight

of rum.
\\'ho is

Godot is the salvation, the only hope

(~odot?

left for these men.
At last! Gogo !
63
meet him."

As Vladimir states:

"It's Godot!

It's Godot! We're saved! Let's go and

Godot will save mankind.

Vladimir and Estragon, ear-

lier i.n the play, discuss their ;ittitnde tm:ard Coclot:
\'ladimir:

"Let's wait till we know exactlv how we
stand.

Estraron:

Where do we come in?

VladiI'lir:

Cln

64

our hands and knees."

They are waiting for "Purpose."
mcanin~

They cannot find any

in life, thenselves, so they wait for a Saviour

to cone to them and show them why they exist.

(If you com-

binc the two nicknames "GoBo" and "Didi" together, you can
get "God, God,ii")
It is significant, also, to note that thev never seek
out Godot, they just wait.

This, too, is a statement about

Fnn, who does not seek the answers to the
but sits waiting for divine inspirations.

~uestions

of life

The concludinr

lines point, specifically, to this lack of direction:
Vladimir:
Estragon:

Well? Shall we go?
Yes, let's go.
65

(THEY DO NOT MOVE)
Beckett presents a very unhappy image of man, perpetuated from youth:

bored, dissatisfied, confused,

whose ego has been "blown up" out of its proportion
and whose creative instincts have been, consequently,
chained to the overstuffed ego.
decadent state, indeed.

It is man in a very

Through Waiting for Godot,

Beckett presents a radical criticism of the modern
world and the religious quest of life.
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Endgame, by Samuel Beckett, is played like a game of
chess.

It is the final stage in chess, when onlv a few

pieces remain on the board an<l the game is approaching
"checkmate," or "stalemate'' positions.
Endgame, like Wai ting for (;odot, employs four ma.in
characters and a minor role.

But this plotless play is

alr.iost "characterless," as well.

Actually, there are no

real character studies in the play--merely allegorical
essences.
The four main "characters" of Endgame, are Hamm; Nagg
and Nell, his parents; and Clov, his son-servant.

The

scene is set in a hollow of lifeless lands and motionless waters.

The time is zero.

The relationships in Endgame are very similar to those
in Waitina for Godot, especiallv the Pozzo-Lucky situation.
Here, however, Hamm, the Materialist, the Egotist, is dominant over Clov, the intellectual processes.
Hamm's sad condition has been the result of parental
influence.

Nage and Nell are the "Emotions" and "Pas-

sions, which are a fabrication of the Past, and as such,
have become refuse.

Thus, each one of the characters, or

essences, composes an aspect of man:

i'Then babble, babble,
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babble words like the solitary child who turns himself into children, two, three, so as to be together and whisper
66

together in the dark!"
And what is this man like, who has turned himself into
four children?

He is a man who has lived out his entire

life, and approaching its end can no longer see its beauty.
He sees only decay because for him, life has had no meaning.
!Ve are led to believe that the situation is more than analogous to that of the madman painter of whom Hamm speaks:
I once knew a madman who thought the end of the
world had come. He was a painter--and engraver.
I had a great fondness for him. I used to go
and see him in the asylum. I'd take him by the
hand and drag him to the window. Look! There!
All that rising corn! And there! Look! The
sails of the herring fleet! All that loveliness!
(Pause) He'd snatch away his hand and go hack
into his corner. Appalled. All he had seen was
ashes ••• Jie alone had been spared. Forgotten. It
appears the case is ••• was not so ••• so unusual.(67)
The characters in Endgame are very similar to those in
Waiting for Godot, in their game of waiting.

We can see

and share the depths of depression as man finally realizes
what he has done with his 1 i fe:

"MoMent upon moment, pat -

tering down like the Millet grains of ••• and all life long
68

you wait for that to mount up to a life."
ft.t the onset of the play, Hamm states:
beginning to ••• to ••• mean something?
69

won't all have been for nothing."

"We're not

To think perhaps it
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Thus, life becomes a game in which we struggle for a
reason that tells us why we are playing.
Let us look briefly at each of the charcters in their
interdependent relationships, keeping in mind their representative symbols:
Hamm is dominant.
sions.

He is born of the emotions and pas-

He is childish, always searching for pity.

He is

selfish and more concerned with himself than others, even
if it is at their expense.
Clov is servile.
leave him:

He shows hate for Hamm, but can't

"Do this, do that, and I do it.

I never refuse.

70

Why?"
Since Nagg and Nell are already refuse, and since they
are in such a stark state of decay, it seems that the real
conflict arises between the Intellect and the Ego, alone.
Because the chess game ends in a stalemate position,
neither one of the two essences achieves superiority over
the other.

We can conclude, then, that the Ego and Intellect

are equally strong, equally vital forces of modern man.
Here we have a situation in which life is made analogous to a chess game.

Since the Ego is born of the Emotions

and Passions, we will say that three sides are representative
of the force of the Ego.
with the Intellect.

The Ego is in direct competition

Each player makes a move which will

determine the "course of events."

As each play progresses,
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life goes on in the competitive struggle to win.
Eventually the game becomes immobile, achievinr
a stalemate position:

" ••• You' 11 come to a stand-

still, simply stop, and stand still ••• one day, you'll
71
say , I 'm tired , I ' 11 st op • "
There are, then, no more moves left, no O!l has
won in man's conflict with himself and the game has
had no meaning.
Does Endgame have metaphysical overtones?
is no question about it.
reality vs. illusion.

There

The main conflict concerns

Is reality what exists outside

or what is perceived by the individual?
latter, then reality is illusionaryt

If it is the

The reality-

illusion in Endgame exists in the mind if we can believe in the analogy of the mad painter.
It is a realitv bereft of God:
72 .

doesn't exist."

"The bastard! He

And man is seen pitching mud in the

depths of the well of depression:

"You cried for
73

night, it falls:

now cry in darkness."

The only alternative is to wait, in hopes the end
will come shortly, and the only hope fer man in the
future, implies Beckett, is to "contemplate his navel"-as the boy figure does in the play--with the attitude
toward God and the universe.
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In the "Living Theatre," in New York City's offbroadway circuit, eight years ago, I was exposed to a
drama which was

~ompelling

but mystifying, improvisa-

tional but unified, provocative but disturbing.

The

play was Jack Gelber's The Corinection. I left the
theatre bewildered.
Since that time, I have watched this new drama
develop amidst and in spite of all the protest of
"sham" and "meaninglessness," and I continued to attend
the

e~erging

form, often becoming muddled and confused,

searching for theme and for interpretations of the paradoxical situations.
The form emerging was "The Theatre of the Absurd."
It is difficult to define a specific pattern of direction which it takes, for no two Absurd playwrights use
the same techniques.
own styles.

Some vary the schemes within their

Many times each new play is adapted to a

different experimental form.
A distinct part of the protests of the viewers are
due to the problems encountered in the evolution of and
acceptance of a new form of drama.

Much o.f the bewilder-

ment with which "Absurd" plays are received, then, stems
from the fact that this convention is still developing
and has yet to be understood by the majority of playgoers.
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As such, it has not been the victim of any tenable
criteria.

Any criteria which has been applied to this

new form has been borrowed from the more traditional
aspects of theatre, and, therefore, has been labelled
by unfair judgements.
Since our earliest dramatic records, The Drama has
had one major focus:

~an.

It has concerned man in his

relation to man, and man in his relation to God.

The

Theatre of the Absurd is only different in the fact
that man has become a contemporary figure.

We can no

longer view him in retrospect, but must deal with him
in a changing world.

The internal and external conflicts

and pressures which affect man have changed in the light
of more complex conditions, but the essences with which
Sophocles and Euripides were concerned are now the concern of Beckett, Pinter and the other Absurd playwrights.
"Absurd" is the term given to a -form of drama whose
ain is to expose the "absurdities," or "inanities," of
contenporarv life.

It is the medium emploved by all the

aforementioned playwrights:

Alhee, Beckett, Gelber, Genet,

Ionesco, Mortimer, Pinter, and others.

It has been re-

ferred to by maw critics as "1'.lodern Tragicomedv," because
it fluctuates from the hysterically funnv to the disturbingly tragic.
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The isolation of man in a current society that has
perpetuated "mobocracy," is a secondary theme of the
Absurdists.

!',fan loses his indivi<lmllitv to join the

mob

and in doing so loses his values, his identity, and can
no longer differentiate between the real and illusory
life.
The form of the Absurd is fragmentary.

It no longer

relies on the "well-made" devices of the past century and
one-half, with a tight plot and psychologically-motivated
characters.

On the contrary, the plot becomes one of

internal conflict, and the characters assume allegorical
and highly individualized personalities.

Many of the

plays are plotless and characterless, and the protagonist
becomes an "anti-hero," when judged in terms of traditionR1
forms.
It fashions hypnotic inages, in a surrealistic pattern of disorder to convey the sense of a disordered
world.

The image of man becomes distorted as in a fun-

house mirror, and the characters often engage in a fervent but motiveless contest.
One of the most important differences between more
traditional forms and the Absurd is that in the former a
conflict is presented and the playwright ties all loose
ends in conclusion or solution.

As was ment1oned earlier,
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discussion of The .!:_esso!:!_, the Absurd playwright presents
the conflict, but forces the viewer to look within himself for the so-called solutions--inciting him to accept
"reality" as it exists for him.

Absurd theatre, then,

becomes all things to all men.
The following enumerates elenents of the "Theatre of the
Absurd," indicative of the ten plays which were analyzed:
The Theme of the Absurd
1. It is concerned with the ageless philosophical query
of what is termed "True Reality," and its polar com-

plement, "Illusion."
2. It attempts to present radical criticism of the modern world and the religious quest for the meaning of
1 if e.
3. The isolation and !onliness of man, in the complex mo-

dern setting, is endlessly restated.
4. The playwrights dwell on the absence of God and the
emptyness of the God-bereft nian. God is "dead" and

the universe is senseless.
5. It satirizes the depraved human situation as it exists
in "absurdist" conceptions.
6. It often presents the 1'.lessage that "Life is a tragic

farce."
7. There is often an apocalyptic note:
state of decay.

the world is in a

8. The boredom of livine is replaced by the suffering of
be inf_'.•
9. It consistently is concerned with man's inabilitv to
comnunicate and relate to his fellow man. Playwrights
Jelihcrately overwork the cliche to show the ernptvness
of words and the loss of the real feelin~ the w~r~s
originally conveyed.
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10. It is eaually concerned with man's inability to relate to -his fellow man. It is this lack of empathy
which has estranged one man from the other.
11. "The tyranny of matter over spirit and the degradation

of values in a materialistic world," is a f'.lvorite theme.
12. It stresses man's current lack of individualism, resultant from the forces of society.
13.

It fashions hypnotic images of disorder to convey the
sense of a disordered world.

14. It often attempts to present conflicting ideologies.

15. It exploits the ahsurdities and inanities of existence.
16. It attempts to expose the senseless disordered world of
the modern complex society and invites the individual to
accept and search for the reality within.

17.

It is all things to all men.

The Form of the Absurd
1.

Each play adapts its own patterns or direction.
is no defineable pattern for the entire medium.

2.

It is fragmentary, improvisational and often appears
disorganized. (The Anple, The Balcony)

3.

The characters often engage in a fierce, but motiveless
contest. (The Bi:rthday Party, Endgame)

4.

The stories are shapeless and surrealistic, bordering
on abstract levels. (The Lesson, Naiting for Godot)

5.

It is most often paradoxical, and the "bizarre" is the
norm.

6•

There

The "absurd it v" differs •

Sometimes it is strict 1 y v erSometimes it is physical, as in
Rhi noceroS:--Somet imes it is symbo 1 ic, as in Endgane. And
soriet1mes it is macabre, as in _!he Birthday Party:---

b al, The Bald, Soprano.

7.

Plays are often circular. Events do not have a definite
beginning and a definite end, but are tynes of situations
which forever repeat themselves. (The Lesson)
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8.

Plays are often "characterless"--defined in traditional
standards. They often assuMe highly individual personalities or abstractions. (Endgame, Waiting for Godot,The
Balcony)
- - ---- -

9.

Plays are often "plotless," i.e. the conflict exists in
the dialogue rather than the event. (The Zoo Story,
~faiting for Godot)

10. The image of man is distorted as in a fun-house mirror.
(The Balcony, _!he Birthday Party)
11. The characters often engage in a fierce but motiveless
contest. (The Caretaker, The Birthday Party,The Zoo
Story)
12. The protagonist is an "anti-hero.','
13. It searches, pursues, and experiments.
14. It fluctuates from beginning to end between the hvsterically comic and the intensely tragic. It is often referred to as "Modern Tragicomedv."
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